ANNEX 1
(A) GROWTH MEASURES
SMEC’s ground sensing has revealed that the effects of restructuring have weighed down
SMEs’ pace of growth during this transition period. The SME Development Survey 2013 has
shown that 44% of SMEs are facing stagnant growth. A more worrying sign is that only 7%
of SMEs are reporting double digit growth, the lowest percentage registered in the survey’s
ten year history.
With strong regional growth in Asia delivering both threats and opportunities, it is critical for
our SMEs to reverse their current state and strive for sustained growth, despite a more
challenging business environment. SMEC hopes that this year’s Budget will focus on
helping SMEs build their capacity for growth, especially through innovation,
internationalisation and better access to financing.

GROWTH MEASURES
Government should help SMEs growth and become globally-competitive enterprises
 Strengthen emphasis on innovation and the commercialisation of R&D
 Plug existing gaps in financing capacity to meet expansion needs
Strengthen support to spur SMEs innovation outputs
1.

Align support measures across the innovation chain





2.

Better SMEs access to technologies from public research
institutes


3.

Expand qualifying activities and list of service providers
under ICV
Provide fast-track facilitation to SMEs applying for CDG if
they have received ICV for the first phase of their
innovation project
Broaden the eligibility criteria for TECS to all SMEs, instead
of only to start-ups
Expand the TECS to support all defensible blue-ocean
ideas based on innovative technologies and business
models



Innovation
Sub-committee

Build up capacity and knowledge within TTOs to
understand industry needs better in order to translate
technologies into business solutions more effectively

Growing a thriving ecosystem of innovation enablers in
the private sector


Innovation
Sub-committee

Liberalise the use of designated service providers to create
demand for private sector innovation enablers such as
RSEs, consultants, venture catalysts, product designers,
etc
Expand schemes such as the ICV, T-UP and CDG to cover
the manpower costs of suitably qualified/accredited private

Innovation
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sector innovation enablers
4.

Build platforms to encourage public-private partnerships
for innovation projects


Innovation
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More government agencies to partner SMEs for their
innovation projects by providing them test-bedding
assistance and opportunities to showcase their innovation

Fiscal support to encourage SME growth and internationalisation
5.

Enhance the M&A Allowance scheme for overseas growth




6.

Allow SMEs that do not take a controlling stake in the
target companies to be eligible as long as they control at
least 30 percent of the target company
Allow transactional costs to be tax deductible even for
unsuccessful overseas M&A attempts
Expand the scope to SMEs that expand overseas through
other means, such as joint ventures and partnerships, by
supporting transactional costs and other common set-up
costs

New forms for SME financing


Review the financial regulations and legislations to facilitate
the following:
- To allow equity and debt-based crowd funding
-

Internationalisation
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To encourage the establishment of a trade receivables
exchange

(B) MEASURES FOR SME SURVIVAL
SMEs have been exposed to multiple shocks in the past year. More stringent policies on
foreign workers, cooling measures on the property markets, and financing restrictions on
property and vehicle ownership have had more severe knock-on effects on SMEs than
expected. In their struggle to cope with manpower constraints and fast rising business costs
SMEs have little resources left to implement productivity improvements.

MEASURES FOR SME SURVIVAL
Government should proactively address various “bread-and-butter” issues that directly
impact business survival
 High business costs due to tight resource constraints
- Manpower, rental, transport, utilities etc
 Tightened foreign worker controls impacting staffing needs
 More effective support needed for productivity improvement and industry
consolidation
 Deteriorating financing capacity to meet operational needs
Manpower and related costs
7.

Supporting healthcare benefits to employees


Increase corporate tax deduction for medical expenses to
commensurate with rising health and medical costs

Cost of Doing
Business
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8.

Medical costs for older employees


9.

Review of tax treatment on Group Life Insurance premiums
to be consistent with other employee benefits-in-kind
expenses

Further support for the employment of older local
employees through a co-payment of insurance premiums
with the Special Employment Credit (SEC) scheme

Job Flexibility Scheme (JFS)


Expand eligibility of JFS to allow cross-deployment
between companies that are under the same group of
companies or management

Cost of Doing
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Productivity improvements
10.

Productivity and Innovation Credit (PIC)







Extend PIC scheme beyond YA 2015
Increase the PIC Bonus and making it non-taxable
Extend PIC cash pay-out eligibility to companies with at
least three local employees, including those who are sole
proprietors, partners and shareholders, as long as CPF
contribution is made
Have a combined cap for all six PIC qualifying activities or
introduce a higher cap for training, IT and automation
activities
Extend to cover the following:
- Salaries and other remuneration paid to in-house
trainers for other duties including preparation of training
material
- Non-accredited training cap from $10,000 to $50,000

Manpower &
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Business land, space and rental
11.

More affordable industrial space needed


12.

JTC lease renewal process


13.

Develop industry hubs equipped with shared facilities in
consultation with relevant trade associations

Ensure sufficient supply of land and affordability of rental
for businesses through:
- Considering the SMEs’ contributions as part of the
industry’s economic value chain when evaluating land
applications or lease renewals
- Allowing consultation for lease renewal to take place
between six years to 12 years before the end of the
lease tenure and to announce the outcome of renewal
applications within 18 months of consultation
- Greater clarity of JTC’s renewal criteria, with provision
for relocation assistance for unsuccessful or nonrenewed tenants

More equitable rental terms


Publish and make readily available meaningful, aggregated
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Cost of Doing
Business



data on sale and rental of business space
Develop a code of best practices for adoption as a
standard tenancy agreement, and Government to take the
lead for its eventual adoption by industry
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Transportation costs
14.

Escalating cost for moving goods


Further review the system for ownership of commercial
vehicles to ensure affordability of movement of goods and
services for SMEs as part and parcel of their business
operations

Cost of Doing
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Financing for capital needs
15.

Improving SMEs’ access to working capital



Increase the loan quantum of the MLP from $100,000 to
$300,000
Introduce a Working Capital Loan Scheme with a loan
quantum of up to S$5 million, with loan tenure to be
determined by the PFIs subject to a cap of five years

Financing
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(C) SECTORS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
Findings from the SME Development Survey 2013 showed that manpower costs was the top
cost driver impacting the Construction, Retail/F&B services sectors. 95% of Construction and
87% of Retail/F&B respondents reported their profitability being impacted by manpower
costs. The Construction sector indicated “improving staff productivity” as their top priority,
while “review of operations and streamlining of processes” was identified as the greatest
need for those in Retail/F&B services.

SECTORS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
Government should give special support to sectors that have been more severely
impacted by rising costs and tightening of manpower policies.
Impact of manpower policies
16.

Attracting locals to the sectors


Support the various Trade Associations to develop and roll
out a series of branding programmes to better portray jobs
in the respective sectors

Manpower &
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Construction sector – with inputs from the Singapore Contractors Association Limited
(SCAL)
17.

Critical impact of adequate Man-Year Entitlements (MYE)



Make no further cuts to Man-Year Entitlement (MYE)
Allow companies to use any unfulfilled period of MYE that
is not less than three months for employment of another
worker or extension of an existing worker

Manpower &
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18.

19.

Period of employment of experienced foreign workers


Increase the period of employment of:
- Higher skilled (R1) workers from 18 to 25 years
- Basic skilled workers (R2) from 10 to 18 years



Review the necessity for paper qualification criteria which
are not essential for manual skilled jobs

Greater emphasis of foreign workers engaged in safetyrelated trades


20.

Expand the Multi-Skilling Scheme


21.

Expand the Multi-Skilling Scheme to include trades such as
drivers and security guards

CoreTrade certified foreign workers


22.

Upgrade the skilled status of foreign workers in safetyrelated occupations from “Basic Skilled” (R2) to “Higher
Skilled” (R1)

Require CoreTrade certified workers to remain with the
original employer for at least two years effective from the
date of obtaining CoreTrade certification

Affordable foreign workers dormitories for businesses


Award dormitory tenders on a pre-determined rate or best
sourcing principle that is equitable to both end users and
providers
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Retail and F&B services sectors – with inputs from the Singapore Retailers Association
(SRA) and the Restaurant Association of Singapore (RAS)
23.

Source countries for foreign manpower


24.

Student Pass holders as supplement workforce


25.

Review and expand the source countries of foreign workers
for the services sector

Widen the Student Pass holders to EduTrust-certified
institutions beyond the 22 approved by MOM to work parttime in the Retail and F&B services sectors

Enhancing on-the-job training support schemes for Retail
and F&B services


Widen WorkPro and ETS training support for the Retail and
F&B services sectors:
- To extend the scheme to include existing staff who are
cross deployed to a new department or job scope
- To allow greater flexibility for period of training and
extend eligibility period to 12 months from date of hire
for new staff or date of cross deployment for existing
staff
- To make the schemes eligible to all SMEs instead of
only new companies subscribing to WDA grants
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